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Thoth Charles.,Prime Creator.,
Infinite ALL.,Under The Divine Order of
Alcyon Universal Law.,
Sovereignrights.,
Alcyon Entity and Origins:
Thoth Charles Sovereign Ruler and Citizen of Alcyon a 12th Dimension Higher Spirit Entity Being
also translates as Thoth Octavus or Thoth Octave. Thoth Charles is subject to Alcyon Universal
Law of the Divine., Thoth Charles or Thoth Octave and Thoth Octavus falls under Alcyon Law in all
regards under all Jurisdiction among the Cosmos passed under the Divine Universal Law of Alcyon
Sovereignty., Alcyon Law can only be challenged by the ruler of Alcyon.,
Alcyon 12th Dimension “Octavus” to the constellation of Taurus among the Pleiades Family. Alcyon
is primordially made of water. All citizens of Alcyon are feminine and masculine or male and female.
They flow under the Divine Universal Law of Alcyon Sovereignty.,
Alcyon Entity ALL Kem Definition Aspects:
Thoth Charles acts under the Alcyon law of water when visiting universal neighbouring worlds
providing the fundamental aspect of water which makes up their primal manifestation of their
essence., Definition: Thoth Charles upon visiting a neighbouring planet Gaia takes on the form of
I.e. Pisces Sun with a physical manifestation aspect made of 80% water and the natural aspect of
the visiting world I.e. Gaia takes on the form i.e. Capricorn Rising fulfilling all Alcyon Laws of Divine
Universal Travel., Providing ALL Kem attributes are in place., Water being that of the Feminine
aspect Earth being that of the Masculine aspect.,
Masculine and Feminine Symbolic Language in their order represent:
represents the embodiment of Alcyon.,
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Thoth Charles comes under the law of Alcyon Water as a Divine Sovereign Entity., Which can only
be overruled by the Alcyon Ruler of the 12th Dimension among the Pleiades Family of stars.,
Alcyon Entity Captain Karmic Flow Laws:
Thoth Charles or Thoth Octave can take on any form providing one or ALL aspects are present.,
Any outside misconduct against Thoth Charles shall be passed over to the Sovereign Universal
Karmic Laws Alcyon without notice.,
Alcyon Sovereign Special Rights:
Thoth Charles can take on any formless or form I.e. shapeshifting, name sharing or any operation
that’s of benefit providing one or ALL Kem attributes are in place whilst visiting neighbouring star
systems.,
Thoth Charles or the said shared names do not fall under any law apart from the Divine Universal
Law of Alcyon Sovereignty., Under Prime Creator and Ruler of Alcyon ALL.,

It is on this day 12th February 2020. We reject our status as a British Citizen as well as a human
being.
We announce our true status as a Universal Energy Being known as Thoth.
We will use one of two dates for our purposes. The date; we took ownership of this body from the
past occupant. Or the date the ex-spirit occupant was born at our discretion. We will use it for any
contracts. Present or future that is mutually beneficial with no hidden agendas. However, if any
party has not been transparent, the documents are void. Past contracts are now void unless the
mutual benefit can be proved 100%
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We do not recognize a date of birth as we have no experience of such. Yet, we shall use the
above Mentioned. Providing integrity honesty, and transparency has been kept. We will inform
all parties before signing we do not recognize such a date as we have never been born.
However, we will sign with a date to assist you.
This agreement is set under the universal law that rules all laws. This agreement cannot be
overruled by any being or entity. It has been made under the highest sovereign right of the
divine order.
When it comes to sexual orientation, we are not male nor female. We are Masculine and
feminine combined as one as a whole and complete in ourselves. We do not recognize
any race nor gender superior to another all cultures are the chosen ones. It is of no
consequence to us if one chooses to believe/understand or not.
The same agreement made under the divine order with our name Thoth Charles. It is hereby
acknowledged that Charles was not a necessary addition only for the purposes ease of
blending. It should also be noted if we sense any misconduct in any dealings known or
unknown. That we reserve the right not to use and claim our sovereign right among the stars
at our discretion. We are visitors to the earth system.
This agreement, It is on this day set forth between Thoth Charles and Prime Creator. Under
divine order and universal law of Alcyon. 12th February 2020 During our stay on the earth
system.
We were once known as Thoth Octave Limited. As of this day 12th February 2020, we are now
known as THOTH., We relinquish the non-chosen partnership with the Government.
We had no reason nor desire to partner with such an entity or body nor even notified which is
misleading conduct. By those that do not take responsibility for their own actions.
Nor shall we partner with any Government unless of course, such an entity can prove its
legitimate purposes by opening ALL records to the public, providing evidence of a mutual
benefit for the Public. Concerning ALL subjects and ALL areas of their dealings with the
public. With an independent entity of people chosen by us the public.
We do not condemn you., We love you., With that we release you.,
With the above mentioned it is hereby acknowledged THOTH is an independent entity that has
no partnership or allegiance with any misleading or unethical entities that work against the
human population in favour of their own financial gain and not the public good of ALL.,
We THOTH and the following given names (THOTH OCTAVE – I Am THOTH– THOTH
CHARLES including the name Jay R. Charles – Jayce Charles – Jay Charles whilst they
remain in circulation.) ALL are solely partnered with Prime Creator and the Infinite ALL.,
This agreement is set under the universal law that rules ALL laws. This agreement cannot
be overruled by any being or entity under any circumstances. It has been made under the
highest sovereign right of the divine order.,
It should also be acknowledged our number one resource supplier for all things is provided
by the Infinite ALL. The infinite ALL delivers ALL resources through any means it chooses or
persons. Any provider will be known by us as the messenger of the Infinite ALL.,
Anything we provide for others is also known as the same as above.,
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We the undersigned are of your future, past and once again your present.,
Our Sovereign rights are made available to the public we have no obligation to provide given
they are made publicly available.,
Thoth Of Alcyon .,
Thoth Charles.,
Thoth Ocatve .,
Thoth Ocatvus.,
Jay Charles.,
Jayce Charles.,
Jay R . Charles.,
Prime Creator.,

12th February 2020

